Jules Lewis

Testimonials

"Julie speaks with a true voice; one that comes from the depths of her own life's experiences. She inspires because she talks
like a friend, with empathy, humor and hope. Her authenticity resonates and it makes you want to be in her aura of endless
possibilities."
-Sana Bagersh, CEO Brand Moxie, Women In Business Chairwoman, American Chamber of Commerce
“I've known Julie, seen her in action many times and worked with her over a number of years and cannot recommend enough
her ventures and work for their high impact, high energy and highly rewarding results.”
-Adrian Hayes (Adventurer, Speaker, Business Coach)
“Very few speakers have the charisma and immediate connection with audience that Jules has … it is quite a gift. When you add
authenticity, real personal experiences and insights to her content then it really resonates with people and they become quite
engaged. I have worked with her and would enthusiastically recommend her to any audience because she has the personality
and a beautiful soul to win them over and get her message across meaningfully."
-Tariq Querishy, CEO Vantage Capital & 100 % MAD
"Jules Lewis gave an inspiring and arousing keynote at our 2014 Women’s conference that had everyone on their feet.
We had so many positive comments from our audience who obviously enjoyed the speech immensely.
Jules has the rare gift to not only make people feel inspired but also move them to action."
-Carolin Zeitler, How Women Work Conference, CEO Tatawar, Doha, Qatar
"During Jules presentation she gave examples of her involvement with various community and corporate CSR initiatives. She
highlighted how one can make a difference and benefit personally and professionally through working together and giving
back through the community. The keynote with Jules was a great success and inspired participants to take action. We are
planning more events with Jules to develop our i-volunteers."
-Linden Coppell, Head of Sustainability and CSR, Etihad Airways, Abu Dhabi
“If you are looking to inspire your team or your organization then Jules Lewis is the women to guide you all the way to the
summit be it a real or metaphorical mountain."
-Roslyn Mason, Head of Learning and Development, AECOM Middle East
“Jules is a natural born speaker whose authentic energy and passion exuded throughout her Antarctica presentation to the
group. She truly walks, talks and breathes her passion for inspiring people to live their wildest dreams and push past any
perceived limits. Her legendry expeditions have given ordinary men and women the opportunity to achieve the extraordinary
and we look forward to inviting her to share more stories and footage of future adventures.”
-Linda Rushkin, British Business Group Dubai
“Never have I seen such excitement and camaraderie – all a direct result of Julie’s enthusiasm, warmth and unflappable
professionalism!”
-James Thomson –Videographer, James Thomson Productions
"Jules Lewis is one of the most inspirational women I've met. She is vibrant, honest and dynamic. Her positive outlook on life
is infectious and this quality is clearly reflected in her keynotes.
Jules' passion for life combined with her genuine philosophy of helping others is remarkable. Totally AMAZING."
-Angela Enbom – Arctic Women’s Challenge Team
"Jules delivered a powerful presentation on Confidence to the team with very clear calls to action. We look forward to bringing
her back on a regular basis to reinforce the lessons learnt."
-Sian Boston, Head of Learning and Development, Bank of New York Mellon, Hong Kong
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